THE GOOD BOOK
For all the prophets to follow
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A BOOK FOR ALL THE PROPHETS TO HAVE TO CELEBRATE THEIR
GOOD STATUS AS BEING GOOD PROPHETS
The very first important point for all the prophets is that whenever prophets want
to communicate with the Spirit World, they must remember that prophets always
have priority to communicate with good, good angels in the Spirit World. So, all
prophets should start to have this ability to communicate with all spirits good
and proper ones in the Spirit World if they pray in a proper and correct manner.
Secondly, all prophets must remember that when all people start to pray proper
prayers on earth, the prophets must help people to learn good and faster ways
of getting help from the good Spirit World.
Prophets can start to help other people more than good messengers of the
good earth. By this we mean that prophets can be able to express concerns to
the good angels of the Spirit World and will be able to communicate on good
levels of the Spirit World. So please remember that prophets have been given
special powers by lord Aman Himself for this communication powers on earth.
Please remember that all prophets must pray on a daily basis. All prophets must
have a good proper set of daily prayers from good holy book of Aman. A proper
set of daily prayers is a must for all prophets so please explain to all that each
and every person starts to pray properly and all people shall learn how to pray
good and proper prayers only.
Please learn how to interpret the Aman by learning all that you possibly can from
your prophet of prophets to assist all prophets with their interpretation of
messages and interpretation of good prayers received.
All prophets must try and meet other prophets on a very regular basis in order to
celebrate the prophet-hood. You should understand that celebration means that
prophets must experience good ways and joys of helping others. So please
understand that a good help given to someone is good and should be
acknowledged by other prophets as well.
Prophets should learn how to meditate on a regular basis to improve upon
communication on earth. Prophets shall pray on regular basis, prayers which
will help people to pray properly.
Prophets are good always and they shall be proper good people of the earth so
they become role models of people of the earth to follow. Prophets must also
learn that people learn how to pray and how to behave and how to appreciate
lord Aman by the good modelling of the prophets. Prophets must hold Newreligion to be of the highest order. Prophets must learn how to undertake
responsibility of Aman the New-religion of all the Religions and must be able to
interpret all the messages and good prayers so all prophets must by now
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develop a steady way of interpreting all the messages from the good books of
good lord Aman.
Prophets shall lead by example. Prophets must be good role models for all
people of this planet earth so that all people learn good and just good ways to
behave in public and grow to help one another and they shall grow to grow
good ways of respect and good ways of praying.
Please remember all prophets that you are chosen only by good lord Aman to
become people of good behaviour and custodians of the New-religion. So all
prophets must think that they are very good and must live up to this good
expectation that Aman has for good prophets, so all prophets shall live a good
and clean, safe life and shall progress properly on good earth.
Please understand that all prophets shall receive good messages for themselves
so that all people can help one another and so that each and every person
develops properly on earth, so all prophets shall pray proper prayers only.
Prophets shall never ever pray any negative prayer or any prayer which is not
addressed to lord Aman or God Almighty. This is a must and a rule which cannot
be broken. Pray proper prayers prophets. Please never ever swear from now
onwards, any kind of curse or swear word shall damage your set of vibrations
considerably.
Prophets can socialize and participate in worldly social places and will take care
of where they are seen as well. So please be careful and do not visit any places
which are like places of gambling or sex sales or any kind of materials of
destruction or mass destruction or any kinds of places where prophet has
suspicions of any kind of illegal activity and drugs and sales of guns or materials
to destroy people or must engage in any kind of debts with people who can take
the upper hand and pray a negative prayer for that prophet.
All help is being given to prophets to stay united and focused and proper and all
prophets should know that people are observing the good manners of prophets
so please help yourselves to stay absolutely good and calm and collected.
Please take note to pray in a proper and good correct manner now. Please
understand that when prophets pray a prayer then that prayer has highest status
in the Spirit World and that particular prayer shall receive a good check and then
the prayer is taken straight to God’s own team of angels who have God’s
permission to grant prophets a good prayer. This is why prophets’ prayers get
faster response than other good people.
Prophets shall be able to deliver good help from the heavens much faster than
ever before so it so becomes important for prophets to pray in a proper,
respectful and good way to have proper prophets’ prayers answered.
So
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prophets must pray this particular prayer first and then tell good angels in the
heavens to help prayers to grow fast and be answered by good God’s own
angels on good realms.
All prophets must learn the good ways of respecting all the angels in the Spirit
World. Prophets must learn patience as well and not just expect to see miracles
in front of the eyes. All must learn how to grow to help one another to wait for
the prayer to be answered in a proper manner from the heavens and then all
prophets must learn how to appreciate how that particular prayer grows to be
responded from the Spirit World so please see that all prophets have respect
and patience. At good times on earth all prophets shall be given a number of
signs to show to the good prophet that he is a prophet and is there to help
people on earth.
Prophets must learn how to interpret their messages and this is a must and for
good messages to be interpreted correctly. Prophets must learn how to reflect
on the messages received from the heavens. Those prophets who reflect on the
messages of heavens shall be able to receive a good amount of good
information from the heavens.
Prophets must learn how to be generous and help other people and must do so
in proper and graceful manner and prophets must learn how to help good
people of the earth as this is the good mission for all prophets.
All prophets must learn good ways to help humankind by developing good ways
of help and please understand that all prophets must learn to pray proper
prayers on earth. Please understand that when prophets help humankind only,
their growth and progress will take place in leaps and bounds. All prophets of
the good God’s earth should learn to live in peace and harmony first and should
role model on how to live in peace and harmony for all good people of the
earth. When good prophets help more people to live good and properly on
earth then prophets shall be successful in their good missions on earth so this is
what all prophets must learn to develop and do on earth.
Please understand that all prophets shall be given special powers so prophets
should also have a lucky charm of their own in which they store all proper
prayers and all the powers that the prophet may have and develop. You all
prophets shall be guided and shall be told in most cases which good lucky
charm they should have and some may get to keep their charms on their good
body forever.
Please understand that the concept of prayers and praying is now good way of
spreading good and faster ways of good help.
Please understand that all
prophets shall have a proper charm because this charm is there for humans to
protect themselves. So, you see, all charms develop a set of good vibrations
from your good energy fields and from good energy fields of the good angels.
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All charms develop to have good vibrations which grow to be in tune with what
the prophet prays.
Please understand that now prophets should be good people of the earth so
prophets shall be able to spread more good vibrations on earth so please start
to pray properly on earth so that all people can help one another on earth and
pray properly on earth.
When we say that prophets shall help people it so becomes imperative that
prophets understand what a good help means and only then prophets grow to
help more and more people on good earth.
Prophets shall help one and all so prophets shall pray to help each and every
person on earth and only when prophets can be of help to someone then the
prophet will be able to pray properly and assist that particular person. So for
instance, if there is a person who is seeking help from a prophet and the person
starts to pray and the prophet corrects the person’s prayer and explains to the
person that he grows to pray negatively and corrects the person’s prayer then
that prophet has been successful.
When a prophet is able to help other people develop proper prayers to pray in a
proper good manner then this prophet has helped another good person to stay
on the path of good God Almighty. When a prophet helps another person to
pray correctly and has helped the person to establish a proper manner of
praying and has grown to assist a person’s prayer to grow up in a proper and
safe manner and the person has understood how to ask for his or her own help
to help himself to progress spiritually on earth then good prophet has been
successful.
Good prophets must help in a number of different ways. They must help people
in accordance to their needs so that more people stand and benefit from the
prophet’s help. So please understand that prophets must guide and pray in a
proper manner from now onwards so as to help many other people now.
Prophets must help each other to unite and pray in proper collective manner so
as to help another person. All prophets have a lot of important roles and
missions on earth.
Please understand that whenever prophets help another prophet then the good
help is given straight away to the good prophet who is helping another good
prophet so prophets must ask each other for help and you all prophets can help
each other and focus on making sure that each and every prophet you choose to
help is growing properly on earth.
Please understand that now all prophets help each other so prophets pray in a
different manner than from other people of the earth. By this we mean that
prophets must pray in a unique and different manner to other people and make
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sure that they take care of praying good prayers and have a safe and clean
house for prayers to grow and pray in a good manner by which more people
grow to accept the ways of praying. For example, when a prophet grows to pray
in a proper manner and models how to pray in a correct good way, then people
shall be able to do this properly too.
Prophets must make their house a good house of prayers so that people feel
free to come in and pray their prayers. Prophets must have in their houses a
prayer room and a good prayer room shall be the one that can help people to
grow and pray in a proper manner. This cannot be easy for all prophets so this is
not a must but prophets need to keep a spare room for prayers and they shall
assist people to stay properly in the proper prayer room and people who visit
shall respect this prayer room in the house of the prophet.
Please help people to pray in a proper and good, correct manner so please
understand that each and every person must have a proper prayer first so that
people can help the person to pray his proper good prayer. So for instance, if a
person’s prayer is to have a proper good family on earth and to help this family
to grow up in a good and proper good way, then this person’s prayer is of the
highest order so all prophets must help this person to pray in a proper manner to
help good people of his family and be a good person so that all the family
members love and respect this person. Prayers should be very careful to help
good people to stay away from their families and should encourage people
pray proper prayers and help each and every person to grow up in a proper
manner and to pray in good and proper manner on earth.
Please understand that we do not mean that people only to live together. We
mean that growing of proper bonds and relationships between family members
is a must because families are always chosen and selected before we come on
earth and we all come with a proper plan so please understand that each and
every person on earth should have a proper good way to help one another so
that good people can assist each other anytime on good earth.
Please understand that when people in the family start to release from the
families then these people will be guided in their own good manners so please
understand that staying in good relationships with family members is a must for
all people on good earth.
Please help each person sent to you in the way the person needs the good help.
So please explain to all other people that each person has the potential to pray
in a proper manner and that each person must learn how to pray properly so
that good people can help all people to pray so that good people can help all
people to pray in a proper good manner. So please help all people to pray and
progress on earth.
Please understand that each and every person shall pray properly on earth. It so
becomes the responsibility for prophets to make sure that people are praying
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in a proper manner for themselves so please understand that each person on
good earth must have a proper manner of praying properly on earth and all
people shall help each and every person on earth only to assist one another to
pray in a good and proper manner now on earth.
Please all you prophets pray good prayers and all you prophets shall have a
proper good mission of praying so that good prophets can grow up in a good
manner. Please understand that Whenever prophets help prophets then more
People grow to benefit. Prophets when helping each other find good ways of
help then these grow to benefit for all mankind. So, you see, prophets should
grasp all the messages and have a grasp on concepts from good books of Aman
and all the prayers as well so that all people can then turn to the prophets near
them so prophets can assist each and every person around them so that each
person can assist one another so that now more people grow only good.
Please understand that each and every person on earth helps one another so
please understand that each and every person on earth helps one another so
that all people can help all people to pray good and proper prayers.
Prophets must remember that all prophets must stay close to each other and
please respect one another’s good strengths and one another’s good
weaknesses and prophets shall respect each prophet’s missions on earth so
prophets must remember that each good prophet is chosen by good God
Almighty and prophets shall go by good guidance from prophets’ own
messages.
Prophets should learn to respect each prophet’s missions and each prophet’s
messages as each and every prophet shall have special and good unique ways of
praying in a proper manner for prophet’s help and prayers to help the prophet’s
good self.
Please encourage prophets to make notes of their help and please explain to
each person to develop properly on earth so please start to help people. Please
pray properly so that each person starts to help all people to pray in a proper
manner now on earth so people can respect prophets’ good role.
Prophets shall pray for helping people who are sent to the prophet for their help
and they shall pray in a unique manner for helping that particular person for his
or her help so, you see, prophets must pray in a proper manner for the help of
that particular person on earth so please understand that each and every person
prays properly on good earth.
Please explain to other prophets that prophets shall stay united and pray
collectively as and when collective prayers are needed for a good help.
Collective praying for prophets shall stay as a way of helping good people of
the earth so please pray in a proper good way on earth. Please understand
that each and every person on earth grows to grow proper respect for
prophets so people shall learn how to grow to approach prophets as well.
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You see all people can approach good prophets closest to them and ask for
guidance and help and messages and to pray and also prayers from the person’s
good, good angels from the Spirit World so people must learn how to grow and
approach a prophet on earth and people must also grow to respect that this
prophet is going to spend his good time on earth in order to help the good
person so persons shall help himself to sort out what kind of help is expected
from the prophet and then make good proposition to the prophet to grow
proper good help and then the prophet shall guide the person sent to him.
Good prophet shall diagnose good help that the prophet can bestow upon the
person who is sent to him and then when the prophet has understood the kind
of help required by the person then the prophet shall grow to pray proper
prayers for that particular person’s help from good Spirit World and also the
prophet must realise that the prophet is only instrumental for the help and is
not the good source of help for good person.
Prophets shall learn how to help the person who says a proper prayer for the
prophet in order to thank good prophet for his help on good operation of
good prayers so persons who help another person to develop is of the good
way that prophets can help people.
Prophets shall pray proper prayers of receiving thanks from the person so you
see prophets must never ever expect anything in return for their help and
prophets must never ever help to receive any kinds of favours or monetary gains
in return of the good help that is given to the prophet from the Spirit World in
order to help the person.
Please remember all you prophets that helping a good prophet is so very
important and is the crux of the New-religion and then more people can
pray properly on earth so whenever people receive help from good
prophets, people shall grow to help another person in a similar way and only
in this way can the good New-religion of Aman start to spread and only in this
manner can people give a good help. So please understand that whenever
people learn how to pray correctly and help one another, can people follow the
ways of Aman so please help each good person to pray properly and pray in a
correct manner so that people can then learn to pray in a proper manner
on earth.
Please understand that now people have been subjected to a
growing awareness of the Spirit World in many different ways and people shall
be guided in a proper good manner to the perfect prophet that they can grow to
guide and help themselves without any problems so please pray properly and
please understand that each person on earth shall tell each person about
the good help received from good heavens and so that now people can grow to
pray and progress in proper manner now.
Please understand that the New-religion is sent to you from the heavens for you
prophets to spread and you prophets shall grow to be the best prophets to
spread the New-religion. So prophets shall take it upon themselves as to how
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they shall be able to spread their good, good missions of spreading the Newreligion to the good people of the earth.
Please understand that whenever you prophets spread the New-religion then
more and more people start to pray in a correct manner and then more and
more people can spread good vibrations on earth so you prophets have a
responsible role in order to spread the New-religion. The prophets must
always be very good first themselves so that they can spread the New-religion to
a lot more people and so that more people can be helped by prophets and only
then can more people pray in a calm and proper good manner as intended
by God Aman and God Almighty.
Please understand that all prophets shall be role models of first praying
properly and living in good harmony with people of the earth so that more
prayers develop and so that more awareness of the New-religion begins by
prophets praying in a proper good manner first on earth so that people can then
be in awe of the good style of behaving and role modeling of prophets on
earth so, be good. Be aware that from this point onwards prophets shall
take care of their behaviour on good earth and never ever portray themselves as
ordinary or silly or good prophets who grow to become one of those people
who grow suspicious of persons around them and make people feel small or
growing in a way that is not acceptable to people around the prophet.
Please understand that each person on good earth has to be valued and
prophets shall learn how to accept differences among people. Prophets must
not accept people who pray negatively and should pray for the person to grow
positive and proper prayers for himself.
Please develop tolerance. Prophets can only pray properly once they learn how
to handle situations growing around them by tolerance. Prophets shall have
their own boundaries of tolerance and so the prophet shall learn to implement
all the prayers in good prophet’s tolerance to help on earth.
Please
understand this concept well. Please respect how people behave around
you and may not pray properly according to your tolerance levels so each
person shall help one another and when prophet understands that his or her
tolerance level is different to that of another person then the prophet shall
emphasise how much the prophet is ready to tolerate and then how much
the other person can accommodate around the person’s proper prayer in
order to come up to the level of tolerance of the prophet and only when a
prophet says what his or her tolerance level only then the other person pray in
accordance to the prophet’s personal tolerance level and only when the
prophet has made it very clear to the person that this prophet stays to help him
in accordance to the tolerance level then only can the prophet’s help be of any
significance or of any good success on earth. Please understand this properly.
Please accept more and more people’s good tolerance levels as all the people
want to be able to pray in accordance to their good tolerance.
Please
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understand that different people pray differently and to their tolerance levels
and when people stop to pray and they pray outside of their tolerance levels
then they are not praying in a righteous manner.
Please understand that each and every person needs to help one another on
earth so please pray properly and please try and develop prayers to help
more and more people around you all the time. Please pray properly and
please help one another properly. Please understand that each and every
person prays according to their good levels so please accept all these
people’s prayers in a proper and calm good manner first so that you can pray
properly as well on earth.
Please understand that each and every person on earth can grow to pray good
and proper prayers so please help people and grow to pray in a proper
good manner.
Please understand that each and every person on earth can
help one another and pray in a proper manner so please help all people around
you and please respect all people around you and please understand that each
and every person on earth should start to help each other all the time as well.
Please remember that good people must learn how to help all around them
all the time.
Please understand that proper prayers shall tend to develop from energy fields
of prophets and please explain this to all prophets that proper good prayers
must only develop from good energy fields of prophets and so please
understand that prophets must develop a good set of daily prayers so that
the good prophet says the truth and shall assist good people of the earth to
speak the truth. For instance, now when a prophet has a good prayer
growing from his energy field and then this prayer communicates with the good
Spirit World and then this prophet starts to help this person and the good
prophet starts to realise that the person says anything that is against the ways of
the New-religion, then the
prophet must explain to the person that he is wrong and shall start to pray in a
proper manner on earth and if the person stays on the wrong way and
chooses to stay on the wrong way and not on the way that the prophet has
helped the person to choose then the person shall not receive any more help
from the prophet and it so becomes imperative that the prophet stops to pray
for that particular help which the prophet prayed for helping that person on
earth and the prophet shall speak the truth to the person and tell him that the
prophet now has stopped praying for help for that person and then if the
person starts to pray then the prophet shall stay to help the person again and if
the person decides to move away from the good prophet then the prophet
shall stay very good and calm and then the prophet shall pray for separation
prayers where by the prophet’s good prayers of help for that particular person
starts to stop from the Spirit World.
Prophets must pave the way of the good people of the earth and must help
good people of this good earth and then all prophets must find it very
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peaceful and good after the help has been given from good heavens and
then all people shall help each and every person on good earth. Please
understand that each and every person on good earth starts to help one
another and prophets’ roles help all people to develop properly on earth.
Prophets shall practice the New-religion and shall help more good people to
join into this New- religion. Prophets shall pray in a very proper and good
way to help people to get interested and then help people to stay on the
path of good God Almighty.
Prophets must learn all the prayers and must have a solid grasp on New-religion
on good earth because the primary source of information from the heavens
shall only come to prophets first so as custodians of Aman the New-religion,
the prophets shall have first hand information of the happenings in the
heavens and then prophets shall be guiding people around them in order to
spread all the knowledge and good guidance and all the various ideas and
good concepts from the Spirit World to all the good people of the earth.
Please understand that prophets must become very good listeners and shall
listen to what all their good inner voices are telling them and shall help each
other to train to listen to their inner voices so that people on earth can be more
clearer in their messages developing from inner voices and people shall help
each other to train up and listen to good inner voices so that each person
develops to have their own proper good guidance on earth.
Please respect one another and help one another in a good way so please help
people on good earth and please help each person to pray regularly and
help all people to understand the good book Aman. All prophets shall have a
routine in which they communicate with the good Spirit World and by routine
we mean that prophets shall do a good justice to the ways of communication
and pay attention to the good prayers and please understand that all
prophets shall help each and every person in order to have peace and
harmony on earth and prophets shall help one another to pray in a proper
manner and please understand that each and every prophet shall help
someone or another in a unique and different manner so prophets shall
develop to pray in a proper good way for all good people to pray in a proper
manner.
Good prophets shall all stay together and help good people of the earth and
groups will be formed so all prophets will be working with good groups. Good
prophets shall assist people in their groups to pray good and proper prayers and
all shall listen to their messages received by the good prophets so that the good
people can grow to guide the people in his group. Good prophets shall help all
members of his good group which is selected also by good angels from the
Spirit World.
Good prophets shall consider this good group to be good people of the earth
who he develops to spread good spiritual knowledge to and shall assist good
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people and shall spread messages to all the people in good group and prophet
shall grow to explain the messages received and shall develop ways to interpret
these messages for the good people of the earth.
Good prophets shall help each other and shall grow to spread a lot of prayers
amongst the members of the good groups so that each and every person in
good group shall have a good set of prayers to pray and the prophet shall
from time to time check and see if the people are praying proper prayers that
suit their needs and wants and only when prophet shall help people to pray
according to his or her needs only then can prophet be able to help the good
person to pray correctly on earth.
Prophets must learn how to understand the needs and desires of good people.
Good prophets shall be asked to pray for other people in the good group and
prophet shall help by saying how good it shall become when person learns
how to pray on his own so prophets shall say this so that people do not grow
dependency on the prayers of the good prophet.
Please understand that all prophets whether they start to help people or not,
shall always develop prayers for helping other people from their energy fields.
Good prophets shall learn at least a few good proper prayers by heart so that
prophet shall always have some prayers that prophets can pray when they do
not have their prayers, prayer books so that prophet shall spread the good
prayers growing from the prophet’s energy field so that each and every
person starts to have at least some kind of good help if there are no
facilities around good people to pray from prayer books or from reading
materials. So all prophets shall help one another to grow proper prayers and
shall have separate prayers of good daily praying of helping other people.
Prophets shall pray in a collective manner because prophets’ prayers have
more powers. All prophets shall pray some sort of collective prayers as well so
prophets shall now all start to spread the ways of spreading the messages to
other people from their messages in their good auto-writing sessions so
prophets shall pray a proper prayer always on earth.
Please help each and every prophet to pray in a proper manner and please
understand that each and every person on earth shall help people on earth to
pray properly so please understand that each and every person on earth shall
pray properly on earth. Please understand that each and every person shall
pray proper prayers that are suggested by prophets so that people can rely on
their prophet to lead them and to spread good prayers for one another and
when prophets shall pray properly then they shall pray a good proper prayer to
help people around them.
Prophets shall take good care of the good people in their good groups so that
people develop confidence and trust in the prophet and respect the prophet.
In order to respect the prophet, the prophet must also pray in a good
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respectful way towards the other people. Please understand that prophets shall
be a good role model and we say this again and again to you all prophets so
that you all grow to respectfully conduct yourselves and so that each person
helps each person to pray in a proper manner. Please understand that all
people should develop in a proper way on good earth.
Please understand that each prophet shall develop in a good manner and when
good prophets have children or family responsibilities, then the prophet shall be
given spiritual support and guidance for prophets to have a good and happy
family life on earth. So prophets shall now not worry about their families being
good or not so good because the prophet shall help his family in the best way
and then prophet shall not expect that every single member of prophet’s family
shall agree to what prophet has to say or teach the family.
Prophets shall also find a lot of pain when they can see that family members
grow apart or are having arguments or are not always on proper good ways of
God Almighty. Prophets shall remember that he is growing towards God
Almighty and shall not make his wish to pass on as the other person’s wish
and this is difficult when prophet has a good vision and the other family
member or child doesn’t. So prophet’s prayers to pray for bringing child or
family member on the pathways of good God Almighty are the only good
prayers that prophet can pray properly. Other prayers may not be of any use. If
you prophets can get good help from the heavens then why not pray to help
family members to progress? It may not be the plan for that particular member
of the family to be in the ways of his choices to stay progressive towards prayers
and prayers of progress can only be prayed by the person himself always. So
prophets may find it hard in terms of helping other people more that prophet’s
own children or family members and this can start to be a stress on prophet’s
performance levels.
Prophets must remember that prophets cannot pray a proper prayer on behalf of
another person so all prophets shall need to be growing good prayers from
good energy fields so as to pray good and properly. Please understand this
concept very properly now. Please understand this and please grow to pray in a
proper manner now on good earth and please explain to other prophets that
all prophets help one another in a proper manner now. Please explain all
your messages to all people on earth.
Please take down a good, goodbye prayer for the good people of the earth.

Please dear God Almighty we all are growing properly on earth yet people
grow not to help each other so please my dear lord Aman help people to
consolidate their differences and step into a world of harmony and peace where
hatred or unhappiness is not spread among mankind so that now people stay
together as one people of the earth together.
You can help all people to stay in peace and harmony my lord Aman so please
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help us all and we can then grow towards the light and we can then step up onto
the spiritual good ways of lord Aman always as this will enable good people of
the earth to raise above the good levels that they are in so please my good
God Almighty love us all and bless us good lord, good God Aman to help
each other in times of need so that humankind flourishes for all time to come
on earth.
Please pray this also in a good manner and can also be a good daily prayer for
people on earth to pray. Please encourage other prophets to pray this daily.
Prophets shall be given prayers to pray from time to time to pray and also to
grow in the good daily sets.
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